It is a matter of great pleasure and exultation that our journal, "Archives of Neuroscience" could take significant strides ahead after the spring issue was published. It is a spectacular and substantive achievement that the journal bagged itself the prestigious recognition as a journal of education and research colloquially coined as "Elmi Pajouhishi" (approved as a Scientific-Research Journal by the Ministry of Health and Medical Education, IR Iran) soon after the first issue was launched and displayed before the readership, an achievement seldom if ever attained by local journals published inside the country in such a short span of time. This reflects the unremitting zeal and enthusiasm of the teams assigned the various roles ranging from the time a manuscript is received till it is finally reviewed with intellectual scrutiny and passed on to the publishers. Having earned itself this coveted recognition, researchers inside the country can now claim the research credits for their published works in the journal and acquire academic promotion.
Secondly, I may bring to your kind notice that the journal presently appears in DOAJ (1), again a meritorious stride for a journal which is still in its embryonic stage.
In the near future, I can give you the happy news that the journal could be searched in SID (2) and google scholar (3) to the satisfaction of all. Moreover, at present it is being actively considered to be indexed by WHO (4) and EBSCO (5). These achievements would be emboldened in the forthcoming issue of the journal.
It is my humble duty to thank all and sundry who have and are still taking considerable efforts in bringing up the journal to its present zenith.
The time is not far away when we all would witness its further strides to still loftier peaks i.e. PubMED and ISI. The journal owes its success to the indubitable research works of its writers and the continued help from friends and reviewers. We cannot start things from perfection. To reach perfection, the ordeal entails time .This is a divine law and a code of life. Thus there might be shortcomings and flaws for which we seek your forgiveness. When you don't come across problems, you can be pretty sure that you are travelling in a wrong path. Thus problems and vicissitudes are a common happening and all that we should strive is to remain soldier's alert and brace ourselves to overcome them.
I may add, that I had a feedback and everyone extolled you as superachievers in science.
Bravo, my colleagues and friends. The new fledgling journal, "Archives of Neuroscience" needs your all out and unstinting support more than before to make gigantic strides in future.
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